Mobility made simple!

products
classicline & 4you

Die PRO ACTIV Reha Technik GmbH
Who we are
We are a young, down-to-earth company with approximately 50 employees, established in
1992. As an innovative manufacturer of wheelchairs and handbikes, our goal is to improve
our customers’ mobility and quality of life.

1993 – 1995
During these years other types of wheelchair were developed so that with the folding TRAVELER chair, the height-adjustable LIFT and the BUDDY for children and youngsters a full range
of high quality products was available.

1986
The company Sättele & Hauser was founded. At that time, engine components for motor
racing were produced.

1997
The company built its own new building in the Hofstätt industrial estate in Dotternhausen.

1989
The idea of manufacturing accessories for wheelchairs came about when an acquaintance
became a wheelchair user following an accident. The first wheelchair accessories were manufactured on a one-off basis in the Sättele family’s garage.
1992
In the meantime it had become clear that the Sätteles primarily wanted to work in the
wheelchair sector and formed the company PRO ACTIV Reha- Technik GmbH. The development of easy-running wheelchairs began, and in the same year the SPEEDY easy-running
rigid frame wheelchair was born. The firm was represented for the first time at the Rehab fair
in Karlsruhe. By this time, the company headquarters had been relocated to a leased factory
unit in Dotternhausen.
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1997 – 2005
The company expanded repeatedly in response to strong growth.. In addition to this, power
units, handbikes and other wheelchairs had been developed to offer the customers an everlarger product range.
2009
PRO ACTIV currently has over 50 employees who produce around 2000 wheelchairs, bikes,
power units etc per year. There are also 6 to 8 apprentices who are receiving in-house training in the field of industrial mechanics.
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We are committed to making your day-to-day mobility as easy as possible through our knowhow, our products and our service. We intend to show you just how seriously we take this
commitment.

We stand for high quality products that will last a lifetime.

Design

Tests and audits

Our highly qualified designers work together closely with therapists, specialist dealers and
wheelchair users in order to devise customer-focussed solutions and to provide you with the
greatest possible degree of mobility.

PRO ACTIV has its own testing facilities including a test rig for speeds up to 40 km/h. Every
completed wheelchair and bike is tested and subjected to strict quality control before leaving
the works. Our quality assurance system is regularly audited in accordance with DIN 9001 and
DIN 13485.

Production
PRO ACTIV has its own in-house automated CNC production plant equipped with ultramodern machining centres, where our qualified specialists produce accurately and meticulously
finished components from high-quality and durable materials on an everyday basis.

High-quality purchased components

Assembly

These high quality standards set us apart from the competition. You can feel the difference
and will see that our products will not let you down.

When it comes to assembly, our motivated and highly-trained fitters have the customer’s
mobility in mind at all times.
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Our mission is to develop and manufacture products of excellent quality to make your life
as mobile as possible. Fulfilling this task is the daily challenge of everyone who works at 
PRO ACTIV.

We are able to guarantee the high quality of purchased components by sourcing from wellknown suppliers.

Our objective is customer focus and individual solutions.

We are committed to enhancing our customers’ mobility and quality of life with our products.

Consultation
We would like to discuss your individual wheelchair or hand bike requirements with you in
order to adapt the product to meet your needs in the best possible way.

High level of vertical integration

We are innovators.

Every improvement we make to our products assists your mobility in everyday life. For this
reason we spend every day working on innovations to help you in your daily life, work and
leisure activities and to guarantee you maximum mobility.

Patents
Several patents testify to the innovative force of PRO ACTIV.

In order to live up to these aspirations PRO ACTIV has a very high degree of vertical integration of over 70%. Almost all the components of our products are manufactured in-house.
This allows us to implement even the smallest requirements in practice.

We stand for good service and individual consultation.

Test drives

Advice

We provide demonstration wheelchairs and bikes for you to try. Let the quality of our products speak for itself!

Our excellent service shows you your mobility is our top priority.
If you are interested in one of our products, you can make an appointment to test the product without obligation directly at our works or, if you prefer, locally by a sales representative.

Contact

Customer service
If you have any questions or problems our customer-service team is available during regular
office hours.

Our sales organisation provides every customer with a nominated contact who is always
available, be it for technical advice and measurements or, in the event of problems, when
applying to the source of funding.
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Everyday - Active
Product

TRAVELER

TRAVELER 4you

ZOOM1

Seat width

33cm - 48 (45cm - 52cm)2

33cm - 46cm

36cm - 46cm

Seat depth

36cm - 48cm

36cm - 48cm

36cm - 43cm

Back height

20cm - 48cm

20cm - 48cm

30cm - 48cm

Seat height at rear (24“):

37cm - 43cm

37cm - 43cm

40cm - 46cm

Seat height at front (5“):

44cm - 52cm

44cm - 52cm

41cm - 52cm

Angle-adjustable backrest:

7 positions at 5° intervals, without
tools

7 positions at 5° intervals, without
tools

6 positions at 4° intervals

Back shell

optional, detachable

optional, detachable

-

Ergoback backrest bar:

-

-

-

Heavy Duty Version:

up to 150kg max. load

-

-

One-arm version

up to 12° camber possible

-

-

Add-on e-fix/e-motion:

possible

e-motion (must be approved)

possible

Stowing dimensions from
17 x 35 x 58 cm
Practically the same driving characteristics as a rigid frame wheelchair
Total width can be reduced by
approx. 15% by folding inwards

Stowing dimensions from
17 x 35 x 58 cm
Frame geometry individually manufactured a customer’s request
Total width can be reduced by
approx. 15% by folding inwards

Stowing dimensions from
20 x 36 x 55 cm
Large function elements for
simple use
SWING-AWAY footrests for footpropelling and standing up

Special features
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<< Timo Wetz on a tour through Iceland

SPEEDY A1 / A2

SPEEDY 4all

SPEEDY 4you

SPEEDY F2 / F4

LIFT / LIFT electric

30cm - 50cm

30cm - 46cm (47cm - 50cm)3

30cm - 46cm (47cm - 50cm)3

from 26cm

35cm - 46cm

36cm - 48cm

36cm - 48cm

31cm - 48cm

31cm - 48cm

35cm - 48cm

20cm - 48cm

20cm - 48cm

20cm - 48cm

20cm - 48cm

20cm - 48cm

37cm - 45cm

39cm - 47cm

ab 36cm

from 36cm

approx. 45cm

44cm - 54cm

44cm - 52cm

44cm - 52cm

40cm

approx. 50cm

7 positions at 5° intervals, without
tools

7 positions at 5° intervals, without
tools

7 positions at 5° intervals, without
tools

7 positions at 5° intervals, without
tools

7 positions at 5° intervals, without
tools

optional, screwed

optional, screwed

optional, screwed

optional, screwed

optional, screwed

optional, custom-made with lordosis
support

optional, custom-made with lordosis
support

optional, custom-made with lordosis
support

optional, custom-made with lordosis
support

optional, custom-made with lordosis
support

up to 200kg max. load

up to 150kg max. load

up to 120kg max. load

up to 150kg max. load

up to 150kg max. load

up to 12° camber possible

2° camber possible

2° camber possible

-

-

possible

possible

possible

possible

possible

Individual frame geometries in
extreme dimensions possible

Versatile use

Frame geometry individually manufactured a customer’s request

Frame geometry individually manufactured a customer's request
Maximum torsion-resistance and
unbeatable driving characteristics

Manual or electric seat height adjustment (continuous)
Electric seat height adjustment can
be retrofitted

All sizes are available in increments of 1 cm. Special dimensions possible on request.
1
For the ZOOM all dimensions available in 2 cm increments. 2 For the TRAVELER Heavy Duty see dimensions sheet. 3 Individual frame with reinforcement.
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TRAVELER
Simple folding!
The TRAVELER is an easy-running,
folding wheelchair offering maximum
mobility. Thanks to its extremely
torsion-resistant and reliable folding
mechanism, the TRAVELER combines
the driving characteristics of a rigid
frame with the advantages of a folding wheelchair. When completely
folded, the frame even fits into a
sports bag. The innovative folding
mechanism allows the wheelchair
to be folded inwards while sitting so
that narrow passages can easily be
overcome.

Timo Wetz on a tour through Iceland with TRAVELER
mountain bike tyres and the FREEWAY steerable front
wheel. Add-on NJ1 adaptive bike, see page 52.
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The innovative folding mechanism gives practically the same ride characteristics as a rigid-frame wheelchair.
The chair width can be reduced by approx. 15% (around 5–10 cm) by folding it inwards. This 15% can be
crucial in narrow passages.

Starting at roughly 17 x 35 x 58 cm, its packing dimensions
are by far the smallest!

The TRAVELER can also be folded together very easily
using the detachable variant of the back shell.

PRO ACTIV colour design Chilli-Vanilla – For further
information about current frame colours and designs see
page 63 or www.proactiv-gmbh.de

The side panel is foam covered for good thermal protection and the aluminium clothes protector can be neatly
attached to and removed from the wheel arch.
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TRAVELER 4you
Tried and tested folding mechanism and new frame geometry!
The TRAVELER 4you differs from the
TRAVELER through its individual
frame shape and the fixed wheel
position. The frame of the TRAVELER
4you can be optimally adjusted to the
wheelchair user’s requirements by
means of a total 14 selectable frame
parameters.
Apart from the obvious selectable
parameters such as seat width, seat
height at the front and back, backrest
height and tipping point, there are
other frame parameters which can be
individually adjusted to the user:
• Knee angle
• Frame retraction
• Lower leg width top and bottom
• Overall frame length
and many more.
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The flat shape of the frame at the rear facilitates stowing in a car. The frame is passed between the body and
the steering wheel of the car.

The frame retraction ensures optimum guidance of the legs and dynamic standing up.

By far the smallest stowing dimensions from 17 x 35 x 58 cm!

Due to its fixed drive wheel position the TRAVELER 4you
is particularly suitable for experienced wheelchair users.
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ZOOM
Simple to use!
The ZOOM folding wheelchair
answers all your needs thanks to its
numerous adjustment options. Large
functional elements make handling
easy and the innovative folding
mechanism with folding arms ensures
small packing dimensions and at the
same time high torsion-resistance of
the wheelchair.

The 6-position backrest angle adjustment and the
individually adjustable back upholstery make for a
high level of seating comfort.
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Foot-propelling and standing up are made easy by the
SWING-AWAY foot rests.

The drum brake controls speed on slopes and can also be operated
by an attendant.

Very small packing dimensions starting at 20 x 36 x 55 cm!

Foot-propelling and standing up are made easy by the
SWING-AWAY foot rests.
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SPEEDY A1/A2
Tried and tested!
With frames designed for tough use and
simple adjustment of the seat angle and
tipping point the SPEEDY A1 and A2 offer
maximum mobility in everyday life.

SPEEDY A1

The flexible dimensioning of this robust
wheelchair and its numerous adjustment
possibilities, such as seat height, seat
angle and tipping point can be used to
create a high degree of individuality.

SPEEDY A2

Here, the frame design is specially
adapted for use with stair climbing devices such as the scala mobil from Ulrich
Alber GmbH and S-MAX AAT from Alber
Antriebstechnik GmbH. Attachment is
possible starting at a seat width of 36
cm without significantly influencing the
driving characteristics and overall weight
of the wheelchair.
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With the heavy-duty version up to 200 kg bodyweight
can be carried.

Detachable SWING-AWAY footrests that swing outwards are
available as options.

The frame geometry of the SPEEDY A2 is designed for use
with stair climbing devices (seat width of 36 cm and wider).

Footrests that fold up towards the back allow simple transfer and reduce
the stowing dimensions.
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SPEEDY 4all
Simple for all life situations!
The SPEEDY 4all rigid frame wheelchair is designed to suit all life situations. It combines a sporty, high-tech
look with cleverly conceived functional elements and adjustment possibilities. With its integrated tipping
point and seat height adjustment in
increments of 1 cm, this wheelchair is
ideal for first-time users.

The suspension fork ensures that obstacles can be
overcome smoothly while maintaining good easyriding characteristics. Further information can be
found in the section on accessories on page 61.
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Wheel plates enable simple seat height and tipping point
adjustment in increments of 1 cm.

Can also be fitted for one-arm drive.

The removable and angle-adjustable wheelbase
extension is ideal for use with the adaptive bike.

Small packing dimensions and a low stowage weight starting from 5.8 kg make
the wheelchair very easy to transport.

Through its cushioning effect, the “Body Contour” seat
covering ensures maximum seating comfort and helps to
prevent pressure sores.
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SPEEDY 4you
Simple individual and flexible!
The SPEEDY 4you is a combination
of the SPEEDY 4all with its adjustable wheel position and the SPEEDY
F2 with its individual frame design
possibilities.
14 frame parameters can be selected
freely. Apart from the obvious selectable parameters such as seat
width, seat height at the front and
back, backrest height and tipping point, there are other frame
parameters, such as knee angle,
frame retraction, overall frame length
and lower leg width at the top and
bottom which can be individually
adjusted to the user.
Experienced wheelchair users benefit
from the advantages of absolutely
individual adaptation as well as the
selection of tried and tested options,
such as one-hand operation.
However, vital adjustment possibilities for first-time users are retained,
such as seat height at the front and
rear, and above all the tipping point.
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The easily removable wheelbase extension ensures
greater traction when driving with adaptations.

Further information about the extensive range of driving wheels,
e.g. Spinergy Everyday Light Extreme can be found on page 62.

Individualised colour options, such as castor wheel rim in Pure
Orange are available. Other colours available upon request.

The footplate with lateral stops ensures optimum foot support.
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SPEEDY F4/ F2
Simply unbeatable driving characteristics!
The SPEEDY F2 and SPEEDY F4 rigidframe wheelchairs are distinguished
by their fully-welded frames and the
resulting unbeatable driving characteristics! Rigorous weight optimisation and a small stowage size make it
ideal for everyday use. The SPEEDY F2
and F4 are the right choice, especially
for experienced wheelchair users.

SPEEDY F4

With the SPEEDY F4 the seat position
and tipping point are individually
adjusted to your requirements. This
ensures the best possible sitting
comfort.

SPEEDY F2

The SPEEDY F2 is our individualist!
Frames are custom-built to your individual dimensions and requirements.
See graphics. >>
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The new designs can be individually styled. See page
63 for further information on the current frame colours
and designs.

Ergoback backrest bar

A backrest with a bar running around it allows visual styling and ensures high
stability.

The suspension fork ensures that obstacles can be overcome smoothly
while maintaining good easy-riding characteristics. Further information can be found in the section on accessories on page 61.
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LIFT / LIFT el.
Simply more mobility!
The LIFT is a revolution for work and everyday life: new perspectives are opened
up in next to no time thanks to continuously controllable seat height adjustment.
Its versatility in any situation and the use
of conventional furniture and kitchen
fittings make the LIFT an indispensable
helper. During the day you can arrange
the files on the top shelf, and in the
evening in the pub the LIFT allows you to
see eye to eye with your friends. It is also
possible to upgrade the manual
LIFT with electric seat height adjustment. In this way the wheelchair can be
inexpensively converted in response to a
deteriorating condition.
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Transportation in a car boot is no problem, simply
dismantle the wheelchair modules.

LIFT manual: The desired working height can be reached by simple
stepless, gas spring assisted manual adjustment of the seat.

LIFT electric: The identical LIFT is available with an electrical lifting system
for users with limited arm or finger function. The user can reach the
required working height and new perspectives with the push of a button.

The ergonomic back shell allows the lordosis support to
be adjusted individually and provides lateral stability.

Various frame and leg support versions are possible

For many years the LIFT has proven itself in the hard
world of everyday work.
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ONE-ARM DRIVE
Simply precise!
The TRAVELER, SPEEDY A1, SPEEDY
4all, SPEEDY 4teen and BUDDY can be
equipped with a one-arm drive with
a double hand rim for propelling the
wheelchair with just one arm. The
smaller, inner hand rim is connected
via a drive shaft to the wheel on the
opposite side.
To move straight ahead, both rims are
pushed at the same time. To turn on
the spot one rim is turned clockwise
and the other anticlockwise alternately. An extremely high degree of
manoeuvrability is achieved through
a drive wheel camber of up to 12°.
The illustration shows an individualised colour option (e.g. castor wheel
rim in Pure Orange). Other options
can be found in the accessories section starting on page 62.
<<
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As standard the drive wheels are removable via a quick
release mechanism to make handling as easy as child’s
play.

In the SPEEDY 4all, 4teen and 4you models the cardan shaft is integrated into the drive
wheel axle.

Folding of the TRAVELER is no problem ...

One-arm operated knee lever brake - By operating the
knee lever on one side...

... because of the removable drive shaft.

... the pivot bolts on both sides are activated by means of
a Bowden cable.
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Product:

LITTY 4you

Frame length

individual

Seat width

14 cm - 38 cm

Seat depth

19 cm - 31 cm

Back height

20 cm - 40 cm

Radgrößen:

approx. 28 cm - 37 cm
(20'')
20“/22“

Seat height front (5“):
Max. load up to

ca. 32 cm - 47 cm
50 kg

Seat height rear

Frame shape
Straight frame

yes

V-shaped frame

no

Abducted frame

yes

Grow-along function of the seat width:

yes

Tipping point and seat height adjustment:

yes

Special options
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Nose wheel

yes

Pusher bar

no

Back shell

yes

One-arm operation

no

1-slot wheel plate
Central one-arm pushing grip
(with surrounding back bar)

yes

BUDDY

SPEEDY 4teen

S

M

L

XL

L

XL

XXL

18 cm - 30 cm

20 cm - 38 cm

20 cm - 38 cm

20 cm - 38 cm

26 cm - 38 cm

26 cm - 38 cm

26 cm - 38 cm

19 cm - 28 cm

22 cm - 31 cm

26 cm - 35 cm

31 cm - 40 cm

31 cm - 40 cm

36 cm - 43 cm

40 cm - 48 cm

20 cm - 40 cm

20 cm - 45 cm

20 cm - 45 cm

20 cm - 48 cm

20 cm - 45 cm

20 cm - 48 cm

20 cm - 48 cm

approx. 31 cm - 37 cm
(20'')
20“/22“

approx.33.5cm - 39.5cm
(22'')
20“/22“

approx. 36 cm - 42 cm
(24'')
22“/24“

approx. 36 cm - 42 cm
(24'')
24“

approx. 36 cm - 44 cm
(24'')
24“

approx. 36 cm - 44 cm
(24'')
24“/26“

approx. 39 cm - 47 cm
(24'')
24“/26“

approx. 40 cm - 47 cm
100 kg

approx. 40 cm - 47 cm
100 kg

approx. 40 cm - 47 cm
100 kg

approx. 40 cm - 47 cm
100 kg

approx. 40 cm - 47 cm
100 kg

approx. 40 cm - 47 cm
100 kg

approx. 43 cm - 50 cm
100 kg

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

no

no

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

no

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

no

All dimensions available in 1 cm increments. Special dimensions available on request
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LITTY 4you
The smallest individual!
The new children’s wheelchair, the
LITTY, stands out with its individual
frame geometry, which is optimised
for children. Various seat and back
units are available: seat, back shell,
the complete back and seating unit
made of a single tube etc., whereby
the individual requirements of the
child can be taken into account,
Its low overall weight starting from
6.7 kg and optimum easy-running
characteristics make the wheelchair
a suitable playmate, even for children
with reduced upper-body strength.
With a seat width from 14 cm the
LITTY allows our youngest drivers to
develop actively.
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Various foot supports are available, such as a footrest
that can be folded up for optimum freedom for the
feet during transfer or…

… height-adjustable foot support for individualised leg positioning.

There is a selection of different seat and back systems: a seat frame curved according to the customer’s requirements or…

…made-to-measure seat and back unit comprising a seat and back
shell. The seat can also be used as the base if an orthopaedic seating unit
is needed.

The brake lever is within the immediate reach of the child. To
avoid fingers getting jammed the brake bolt has been moved
down.
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BUDDY
Simply the right thing for
children!
With its special design features, the
BUDDY wheelchair for children and
young people can grow as the child
grows, making it a reliable companion for many years to come. Its low
weight and robust construction make
the BUDDY a wheelchair for every
situation. In this way, children are
able to discover the world for themselves and nothing stands in the way
of some boisterous play.
The illustration shows an individualised colour option (such as castor
wheel rim in Pure Orange). Further
options can be found in the accessories section starting on page 60!
<<
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The seat width increases from 18 to 38 cm through adjusting the cross
tubes. It can be enlarged by 2 cm without any additional parts.

Additional weight savings are achieved by the new 1-slot wheel plate.

By simply fitting a push bar, the outdoor nose-wheel extension or the SPIKE adaptive bike,
the BUDDY can be converted into an off-road vehicle for use on cobblestones, gravel and
forest paths.

As an option, the BUDDY is available with a straight
frame shape or abducted frame for more leg freedom.

Low weight and ease of use are the distinguishing features of
the continuously height-adjustable one-handed pusher bar.
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SPEEDY 4teen
Simply dynamic!
As a result of its tried and tested
grow-along function, the SPEEDY
4teen young people’s wheelchair is
a companion for many years. Even
though it can carry a load of 100 kg,
the SPEEDY 4teen has a total weight
starting from only 9.4 kg, thanks
to deliberate weight optimisation.
Fitted with simple seat height and
tipping point adjustment in 1 cm
increments, this wheelchair adapts
to the growing requirements of its
user. Clean-cut frame design and
high-quality finishing give this young
person’s wheelchair a sporty look.
New worlds can be explored through
combinations with various adaptations such as the FREEWAY nosewheel attachment or the SPIKE adaptive bike. Further information from
page 48 onwards.
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The seat width increases from 26 to 38 cm through
adjusting the cross tubes. It can be enlarged by 2 cm
without any additional parts.

Travel comfortably over difficult terrain and on long tours with the CROSSWAY
electric power unit.

The ergonomic back shell can be supplied in the frame colour.

Attachments are available in premium matt black for
optical styling.
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Product
Seat width
Seat depth
Lower leg length
Back height
Seat height at rear
Seat height at front
Tipping point
Seat depth up to the frame bend
Frame length up to the front frame arch
Knee angle
Angle of the front frame tube to vertical
Position of the castor block
Distance between the castor blocks
Lower leg width top
Lower leg width bottom
Position of the anti-tip support block
Many wheel camber variants are available
12° / 15° / 18°/ 20° camber
Further camber variants on request
Special options
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SPEEDY F1 basket
●

SPEEDY F1 tennis
●

SPEEDY F1 badminton
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

-

●

●

●

●

●

One-arm drive

One-arm drive

One-arm drive

This wheelchair has a fully customised frame geometry adapted to the type
of sport and position on the field. There is thus nothing restricting adaptation to your requirements. The following sizes can be selected individually
(<< see table).
Different ram bars, anti-tip supports and footrest coatings make the customised concept perfect!
Everything is possible with this individual idea. Ask us about a customised
wheelchair for your sport!
●
○
-

no surcharge
at a surcharge
not available
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The secret of our products’ success:
motivated employees and advice on an individual basis
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Continuous processes from 3D CAD...

...to CNC bending techniques

A pronounced penchant for perfection...

... specialists involved in the assembly process and a
trained eye in quality control. Pages 32-33
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SPEEDY F1 basket
Simply sporty!
With 15 freely selectable parameters,
our F1 is the individualist in its class.
Its special structural features and
simples lines combine easy manoeuvrability, responsive behaviour, acceleration and high speed in a modern
design.

SPEEDY F1 Overlite

Originally developed for basketball,
the Overlite concept also offers a multitude of possibilities for other types
of sport. The entire seat unit is made
of a single aluminium tube to fit the
individual user’s size.
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By using oversized tubes, the SPEEDY F1 is extremely
robust and optimally suited for sporting challenges.

Various bar geometries are available to suit the required playing position.
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SPEEDY 4 tennis
Simply responsive!
The tennis frame offers an optimum
degree of playing freedom as the
lower frame tubes are flush with the
castor block. Construction from highstrength oversized tubes guarantees
superb torsion resistance and highly
responsive handling without loss of
stability. The anti-tip support can be
height-adjusted in a flash to adapt to
the condition of the court.

For optimum playing freedom the lower frame tubes
are flush with the castor blocks.
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The length-adjustable box-type footrest provides optimum protection for
the feet when the wheelchair is used for sports.

With just a few moves the height of the anti-tip support
can be adjusted.

The aluminium back shell can also be used for sports.
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SPEEDY 4 badminton
Simply stable!
With its extended anti-tip support,
the Badminton frame allows extremely aggressive positioning of
the rigid axle. In combination with a
large drive wheel camber, this results
in superb manoeuvrability and optimum acceleration of the chair. Herein
lies the secret of every badminton
player’s success.

The anti-tip support extending out backwards ensures
absolute stability.
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The high hand rim allows optimum power transfer and astounding acceleration.

Additional lateral stability is achieved through the arrangement of the backrest.
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Bikes / adaptations
Product

CROSSWAY - electric power unit

Freeway - steering wheel add-on

Drive type

electric

via grip rings

Intended use

up to 120 kg trailing load and 20 kg
load

up to 120 kg trailing load

Chain gears
27-gear Shimano Deore
3x9 Rapid Fire
27- gear Shimano XT 3x9 Rapid Fire

-

-

-

-

3-gear Shimano Nexus

-

-

7-gear Shimano Nexus
8-gear Shimano Nexus
8-gear automatic Cyber Nexus

-

-

14-gear Rohloff
Mountain drive 2.5 : 1 mountain
gear reduction

-

-

-

-

Axle journal steering operable with
very little force

Low weight, simple adaptation

Fold-up steering holder

Shimano V-Brake rim brake

Hub gears

Special features

Range up to 40 km
Variants: 6 km/h or 15 km/h
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<< Foto: Peter Czajka

Spike adaptive bike

Freak Bike

NJ1 adaptive bike

NJ1 el.

NJ1 compact bike

Raptor

manually with gear lever
Children's and young person's
bike with up to 75 kg trailing
load

manually with gear lever

manually with gear lever

manual/electrical with gears

manually with gear lever

manually with gear lever

Young person's bike up to 100
kg load

up to 120 kg trailing load and
10 kg load

up to 120 kg trailing load and
10 kg load

up to 100 kg load

up to 100 kg load

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

no

no

no

no

yes
yes
no

yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes

no
no
no

yes
yes

yes
yes
yes

no

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

Connection via quick release
closure

Connection via quick release
closure
Alternate use as adaptive or
compact bike
Continuous angle adjustment
of backrest

Connection via quick release
closure
Alternate use as adaptive or
compact bike

Connection via quick release
closure
Alternate use as adaptive or
compact bike
Power-assisted electrical drive
(BionX)

Connection via quick release
closure
Alternate use as adaptive or
compact bike
Continuous angle adjustment
of the back rest

Connection via quick release
closure
Recumbent bike, long seat or
kneeler possible

Backpedal brake
Shimano V-Brake rim brake
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Foto: Peter Czajka

CROSSWAY
Simply ingenious!
The innovative power unit from PRO ACTIV. Travel in comfort with the new CROSSWAY, both on difficult
terrain and on longer tours with additional luggage. Great importance has also been attached to the
extremely easy to use steering mechanism.
Available in 6 km/h and 15 km/h versions, the CROSSWAY has a range of up to 40 km. Let yourself be persuaded by the benefits of this outdoor power unit, you will be impressed!
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The innovative axle shaft steering is light and comfortable to operate,
even with additional luggage.

Transfers are easy with the upward-folding steering mechanism.

Connection is facilitated by the quick-snap adaptor.

The 15 km/h version of the CROSSWAY is now available with permission
for use on roads.

The new Tetra equipment makes acceleration and braking easier
for tetraplegics.
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FREEWAY nose-wheel attachment
Simply easier!
With this adaptation your wheelchair becomes an off-road all-rounder. Just a few steps and the extraordinarily light FREEWAY is connected to the PRO ACTIV wheelchair and away you go: on forest paths,
cobblestones, snow or sand, the FREEWAY makes travelling so much easier.
The 20” wheel rolls over obstacles much more easily and the wheelchair is propelled as normal using
the hand rims.
Discover entirely new paths with the FREEWAY. Even on hilly terrain, the FREEWAY brings decisive advantages. Going uphill is an enormous relief for the person helping to push the wheelchair, and going
downhill it travels by itself – steered and braked by the FREEWAY.
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Widen your horizons with the SPIKE. Handbiking encourages independence, particularly in children.

SPIKE adaptive bike
Simply independent!
Being able to move independently with the SPIKE adaptive bike increases the self-sufficiency and
physical fitness of our youngsters. Personal mobility fosters self-confidence and mental development.
With the SPIKE, PRO ACTIV is making an important contribution to the independence of children and
young people. And optimum adaptation for all ages is possible, particularly through the large selection
of gear mechanisms.
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Anja Wicker – PRO ACTIV Bike Team
German road racing champion (U19)

FREAK
Simply successful!
A top-class youth hand bike has been developed in collaboration with young athletes from the MTV
Stuttgart Wheeler youth sports group. Its simple operation, dimensions and optimised weight are
specially aimed at the sporting success of our young customers. The ideal piece of sports equipment
for ambitious young sportsmen and sportswomen.
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The ergonomically shaped wooden grips in various sizes offer a high
degree of comfort and improve perspiration absorption.

For individual customisation various leg supports and 20” or 26” drive wheel sizes
are available.

The drive unit with a Cyber Nexus 8-gear automatic
system electronically adjusts the power transmission
while travelling.
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NJ1 adaptive bike
Simple independent!
You can convert your wheelchair into
a sports machine in a jiffy with the
adaptive bike. Whether for an excursion into town or for a longer tour,
the adaptive bike allows you to move
easily, freely and independently without having to leave your wheelchair
behind. And what’s more, an adaptive
bike will allow you to increase your
physical well-being and your enjoyment of life.

Through its cushioning effect, the “Body Contour” seat
covering ensures maximum seating comfort and helps
to prevent pressure sores.
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The drive unit with a Cyber Nexus 8-gear automatic system electronically adjusts the The NJ1 adaptive bike with TRAVELER folding wheelchair: Simply compact for
power transmission while travelling.
transporting by car!

Connection is facilitated with the Quick-Snap adaptor.

The back-pedal brake can also be used by tetraplegics!
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NJ1 el.
Simply powerful!
The NJ1 also comes with BionX electric support.
With the BionX system, a handbike
remains a handbike. The original
appearance of the handbike is not
changed. A special feature is simply
added which improves the driving
experience.
This combination is also available
with a back-pedal brake and pivot
gears which makes it particularly easy
for tetraplegics to use. The cranks can
also run backwards freely. The cranks
can be released for manoeuvring and
it is easy to travel in reverse with the
grip rings.
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4 support levels are possible: 35%, 75%, 150%, 300%.
In this way with the same pedalling power the driver
can travel faster, or more comfortably at the same
speed.

Maintenance-free motor for 20‘‘ and 26‘‘ wheels. Long range thanks to lithiummanganese technology.

An additional battery can be symmetrically attached for very long trips. The
batteries can be removed for transportation.

Use of the console is simple and intuitive. Travel at up to 6 km/h is
possible without cranks via the accelerator grip.
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Foto: Andreas M. Räsch, R2N Studios

NJ1 compact bike
Simply fun to ride!
The compact bike for the ambitious leisure user. Its modular design, aerodynamic principles and excellent finish guarantee that it will be sheer fun to ride. Its modular design enables it to be completely dismantled in seconds and then easily transported in the boot of a car. The illustration shows an individualised colour option (such as rims in Pure Orange).
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In an instant, this piece of sporting equipment becomes an easy-to-stow
package.

The drive unit can be equipped with the 14-gear Rohloff Speedhub.

You can convert the TRAVELER into a “trailer” so that you always have your wheelchair with you, even on longer tours.

The trailer adapter can be adjusted quickly and easily using the
quick pin. Pages 50-51
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Lukas Zehnle – PRO ACTIV Bike Team
German road racing champion (U17)

Racing bike RAPTOR
Simply racing!
The bike for professional racing! The design and production are based on high-tech developments in
racing and aircraft engineering. The use of modern CNC bending technology makes the low overall
weight starting at 10.5 kg possible without sacrificing frame and fork rigidity.
Recumbent bike, long seat and kneeler configurations can be achieved with just one frame, and it is
also possible to switch between these options at a later stage. This guarantees flexibility in the development of your strengths.

RAPTOR 4you

With its new frame design, the RAPTOR4you offers individualised sitting or recumbent position adaptation, which is especially useful for experienced bikers. All frame parameters are individually adapted to
the driver. The interchangeable axle tube provides flexibility, allowing easy conversion into a time-trial
bike with minimum track width and wheels behind the head!
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The drive unit and frame have an overall weight that is hard to beat

The headrest provides additional comfort

The combination of individualised tube lines and ergonomically adjusted seat and back system
ensure optimum power transmission.

Interchangeable axle tube for simple track width conversion.
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Transit rollers – Transit rollers are ideal if the wheelchair also has to go
through narrow passages
Tipping bar – The tipping bar makes it easier for an escorting person to
tip the wheelchair

Stick holder – Crutches, for example, can be transported with this stick
holder

Pelvic safety belt with buckle – This belt prevents sliding out of the

wheelchair.

Lighting set with rechargeable battery and charger – Front headlight and rear light for passive safety in the dark and during twilight.

Standing aid – This standing aid is used for support when standing up
out of the wheelchair.
The Tetra-Clip – Quick release lock for tetraplegics.
Transport bag for drive wheels – High-quality bag for transporting

the detached drive wheels.

Accessories bag – High-quality bag for your accessories.
Tray table with Lexan plate that can be removed using a clamp

Holding clamp for tube
diameter 24 - 26mm
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Detachable
Accessories bag

Tool bag
Practical and good
quality

Quality tools

Adjusting angle
Castor bearing block

Back shell
High degree of lateral stability for the wheelchair
user through rigid back shell. The back shell supports
the torso without restricting the mobility of the arms
and shoulders. Can be adjusted to 7 angles using
integrated aluminium side sections.

Backrest
Moulded back and back cushioning for an anatomical fit, adjustable to 7
angles with integrated aluminium side sections. This ensures rapid and
simple adaptation to temporary health conditions without the use of
tools. Seat positions can be changed during longer periods of sitting.

5” castor wheel with 3-spoke aluminium
rim (replaceable tyre)

Body Contour seat covering
Very breathable. Pressure distribution is constantly adapted
(cushioning effect). The fabric of this seat covering is very robust
and double-stitched. For this reason it will not sag, even after long
periods of time.

Suspension fork
These forks provide a shock-absorbing effect when overcoming obstacles.
The concept behind the suspension fork: hard tyres can be used on the castor
wheels for easy running. The resulting poor level of comfort is compensated
for or even improved by the cushioning effect of the wheel suspension and
the wheels.

5” castor wheel with 5-spoke aluminium
rim (replaceable tyre)
Covering fabrics optionally available in Black, Orange or
Carbon Black
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Drive wheels (also available for products by other manufacturers)
24“ PRO ACTIV
18-spoke wheel

24/26” Spinergy wheel
with flexible spokes

24” wheel with Stop Lock
hub brake

Spoke protector
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Aluminium polished and
hard anodised

Aluminium
powder-coated

24” Decon Spiderwheel
Rim in same colour as
the frame

24” 6-Star Golz wheel

“Basket” motif

“Blue sky” motif

Transparent spoke protector
with PRO ACTIV logo

For other decorations, see www.design-speichenschutz.de

Stainless steel

Titanium

“Silly bubble” motif

Ultra-Grip

24x1.9” / 26 x 1.9”
Mountain bike wheel

“Colour stones” motif

Ergo-Grip

Dual-Grip

Frame colours
(Information on current colour designs and possible technical modifications on www.proactiv-gmbh.de)

White satin gloss RAL 9016
(9000100170-023)

Neon yellow gloss
(9000100170-009)

Blue - silver gloss
(9000100170-027)
(Surcharge)

Anthracite gloss RAL 7016
(9000100170-001)
Anthracite matt RAL 7016
(9000100170-101)

Fire Red gloss
(9000100170-018)
Fire Red matt
(9000100170-118)

Chilli-silver gloss
(9000100170-028)
(Surcharge)

Pure Orange gloss RAL 2004
(9000100170-022)

Pink Magenta gloss
(9000100170-037)
Pink Magenta matt
(9000100170-137)

Brilliant silver gloss
(9000100170-011)

Pastel Blue gloss
(9000100170-036)
Pastel Blue matt
(9000100170-136)

Black gloss RAL 9005
(9000100170-003)
Black matt
(9000100170-019)

Sky Blue gloss
(9000100170-017)

Black silver glitter gloss
(9000100170-007)

Brilliant blue gloss
(9000100170-002)

Uncoated
9000100170-020

Apple Green gloss
(9000100170-014)
Apple Green matt
(9000100170-114)

Cappuccino-silver gloss
(9000100170-026)
(Surcharge)
Cappuccino matt
(9000100170-025)
(Surcharge)
Chilli - vanilla gloss
(9000100170-024)
(Surcharge)

Blasted colourless coated gloss
(9000100170-029)
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The PRO ACTIV specialist dealer near you:

PRO ACTIV Reha-Technik GmbH
Im Hofstätt 11
D-72359 Dotternhausen
Telefon +49 (0 )74 27 94 80-0
Fax +49 (0 )74 27 94 80 -25
info@proactiv-gmbh.de
www.proactiv-gmbh.de

Printed in Germany 02/2010. Subject to technical changes and printing errors. Colour deviations from the actual product colours are possible for printing reasons.

Tübingen

A8

1

B2

7

Stuttgart

Hechingen

Abfahrt
Empfingen

B27

Balingen
Albstadt-Ebingen

A81

Sigmaringen

Singen

United Kingdom

Gerald Simonds Healthcare Ltd
9 March Place, Gatehouse Way
Aylesbury, Bucks, HP19 8UA, UK
Tel +44 (0)1296 380231
Fax +44 (0)1296 380278
www.gerald-simonds.co.uk

DOTTERNHAUSEN

Rottweil
VillingenSchwenningen

Italy

Ortosan S.R.L.
Via G. Verdi 10
73020 Castromediano/Cavallino
(LE)
Tel +39 (0)832-230502
Fax +39 (0)832-230502
ortosansrl@tin.it

France

Actilive
19B, Avenue de Langennerie
37390 Chanceaux Sur Choisille
Tel +33 (0)2 47 29 12 26
+33 (0)6 21 87 84 62
Fax +33 (0)2 47 29 03 35
contact@actilive.fr

Israel

Israel Quality of Life Center Ltd.
P.O. Box 1198
IL-36016
Tel +972-4-90 40 780
+972-4-90 40 880
Fax +972-4-90 40 480
iqlc_roy@netvision.net.il

Danmark

PRO-MOVEC A/S
Stavneagervej 12
DK-8250 Ega
Tel +45 (0)70272924
+45 (0)51298974
Fax +45 (0)70272429
jl@promovec.dk
www.promovec.dk

